ABSTRACT

Teacher education in Germany has no subdiscipline dedicated to school administration. School principals and candidates for this position are offered short inservice training, but most of the necessary skills are acquired on the job. It remains unclear how principals master this challenge and to what extent these learning opportunities are available and effective. This is a report of a study on the acquisition of leadership skills. The study was conducted among 800 principals in secondary schools in a district in southwest Germany in spring 2001. Special emphasis was laid on the challenges caused by changing school systems because many principals had complained about restrictive structural developments. A high percentage of returned questionnaires demonstrated principals' interest in the study and supplied necessary information about demands on principals and their available or lacking competencies. The results—presented in text and in eight bar charts—show that participating principals see themselves as holding key roles within schools as "learning systems." Furthermore, participants feel that further training is urgently necessary, especially in areas such as group management, moderation of conferences, project management, and conflict resolution. The report also outlines the structure and content of possible training programs for ambitious teachers. (Contains two references.)
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Abstract

Teacher education in Germany has no sub-discipline dedicated to school administration. School principals and candidates for this position are offered short in-service training but most of the necessary skills are acquired "on the job." It remains unclear how principals master this challenge, and to what extent these learning opportunities are available and/or effective.

In Spring 2001, a survey was conducted among approximately 800 principals of secondary schools in a district in South West Germany. The results supply necessary information about demands on principals and their available or lacking competencies. Special emphasis was laid on the challenges caused by changing school systems, because many principals had complained about restrictive structural developments. A high percentage of return of the questionnaires demonstrated the principals' interest in this study. Some principals even added letters volunteering for interviews, thus breaking their anonymity.

The results show that principals see themselves as holding key roles within schools as "learning systems." On the other hand, they feel that further training is urgently necessary, especially in domains like group management, moderation of conferences, project management, conflict resolution. The study also outlines the structure and content of possible training programs for ambitious teachers.

Background

Unlike in many other countries, teacher education in Germany has no sub-discipline dedicated to school administration. School principals and candidates for this position are

offered short in-service training, but most of the necessary skills are acquired "on the job." It remains unclear how principals master this challenge, and to what extent these learning opportunities are available and/or effective.

In Spring 2001 the Ministry of Education in one of the German states was in need of sound empirical data on the state of the art of a program implemented to promote school development, called "internal school development". Above all, the principals' view of their degrees of freedom and abilities for decision making within the framework of this program should be taken into account. Therefore, the administration of one of four school districts in this state was asked to arrange a survey among all principals in this district. According to the general aim, this survey should answer particularly

- which factors were supporting the tasks of principals related to "internal school development";
- which material resources were necessary;
- which personal resources were facilitating the principals' work, and
- which support or advice principals needed from their own point of view.

A project group at the educational headquarter including school counselors and principals developed a questionnaire (Schöberle, 2001), which was sent to ca. 900 schools. Answers were sent directly and anonymously to our team at the University of Tübingen. Until the end of April 2001, 66% of all questionnaires were returned. The results of a first analysis were presented to the ministry of education in July 2001 (Amin & Sauer, 2001).

The questionnaire

The survey instrument consisted of 94 items, grouped according to seven thematic domains. Answers were given by marking an adequate rating (e.g., "important" or "less important") or by rank ordering some given alternatives. Each topic also offered opportunities to write open answers. The principals were asked to give information on the following issues:

- **Basic data of their school**, for instance type of school, number of students, average age of staff members, particular characteristics of staff;
- **Basic information on the persons in charge**, for instance, number of persons in leading positions, real and ideal distribution of available time on specific tasks;
- actual and intended school profile, particularly as regards the further development of teaching, staff, and school organization;
- roles and individual competencies of individuals in leading positions, particularly as regards processes of change and necessary in-service training;
- individual qualifications as well as use of support systems;
- necessary modifications of school conditions, especially conditions of change;
- job satisfaction.

Results

1. Overview

In the following we summarize central findings according to the topic areas of the questionnaire:

Basic information about the school
The principals used the possibility to write open answers in the section "Specific characteristics of the staff" and expressed their concerns that the staff
- was composed very unequally: While the majority of principals are men, most teachers are women, which often work on part-time contracts (for instance: "Except the principal only women - all part-time!");
- was on the average rather old.
On the other hand, the overwhelming majority of principals appreciated
- a generally positive attitude of staff members towards their tasks.

Basic information about individuals in leading positions
revealed that
- in 75 % of the schools the leadership "team" comprised no more than just 1 or two individuals;
- the majority of available time is consumed by "administration and organization", while the principals wished to invest most part of their time into the tasks of "school development" and "personnel management".
School profile

- In the domain of "development of teaching" the topic "multi-media" takes the top rank in retrospective statements as well as in planning for the future. In the following ranks we found "teaching and learning", "environment school/classroom", "school and vocational domains", and finally "programs of educational politics."

- In the domain of "staff development" the task of "team development" received the highest priority again retrospectively and prospectively. On the second place we found "in-service training tuned to actual needs."

- In the domain of "organizational development" the task of establishing "standards/educational consensus" is the leading topic in describing the past as well as the future of the schools. It is followed retrospectively by "participation of parents and students", prospectively however by "culture of evaluation".

Roles and competencies of individuals in leading positions

The principals ordered 15 determined roles according to their importance for their tasks.

- The first five places in the ranking are occupied by "to facilitate an atmosphere of trust", "to delegate and to facilitate self-responsibility", "to include staff members in decision making", "to challenge and to promote staff members", and "to accept suggestions."

- On the three last places we found "to facilitate a culture of feedback", "to care for resources", and "to determine goals."

As regards the importance of personal competencies we found (again chosen from 15 alternatives)

- on rank orders 1-5 "counseling competency", "dialogical skills", "communication management", "conflict management" and "constructive coping with critique;"

- on the three last rank orders "moderation techniques", "project management", and "monitoring group processes."

When asked, in which areas they would need assistance to develop competencies, they placed

- on top of the rank order (again chosen from 15 alternatives): "Time management", "conflict management", "competence in applying media", "project management", and "moderation techniques."
Qualification and support of principals

Only about 5% of all principals evaluate their own qualification for leadership as "very good", ca. 35% marked "good", about 40% "sufficient", and ca. 20% as "insufficient." About 55% of the principals did not mention any opportunity to receive "additional qualification except from their tasks within the school system."

Among available support systems, most used were "counseling by colleagues", "counseling by school inspector [Schulrat]", and "counseling by educational counselors/school counselors." The principals appraised these opportunities partially as more or less helpful, however, they did not prefer any of them in general. What they wished to be able to use was on the other hand "coaching" and support by "moderators and experts from school-external services."

Necessary modifications

As conditions for further development of their schools, the principals demanded modifications above all (declining frequency) in the fields of "workload for the leadership team", "staff members/selection of staff" (the latter is done by the ministry of education, not by local school authorities), "workload for colleagues", "time used for administrative tasks", and "teaching hours of principals."

Job satisfaction

About 64% of the principals are "satisfied", about 18% are even "very satisfied", but also about 18% evaluate themselves as "less satisfied."

2. Specific findings

Because of the differences in teacher training and job requirements, we analyzed the results separately for the levels of the tripartite German school system.

Only during the four years of primary school education, do all children attend the same type of classroom. After grade four, (when children are about ten years old) parents have to choose for their children
(depending on school report and/or results of diagnostic procedures) among three types of secondary schools:

- The "Hauptschule" (grades 5-9) is meant for students who will afterwards enter the work force as apprentices (for 3 years of "dual system" training in the companies; principally "on the job", and additionally in special vocational schools).

- The "Realschule" or "Mittelschule" (grades 5-10) offers more theoretical (less applied) education, including at least one foreign language. A successful final examination, the "Mittlere Reife", gives access to engineering schools (or "Fachhochschulen" in other disciplines), where students study three years for certification.

- The "Gymnasium" (grades 5-13) offers direct access to all studies on the university level, provided that the student passes the final examination, the "Abitur".

Only nine years of school attendance are compulsory. Meanwhile the Hauptschule, literally translated as "main school", has become an institution for those students who were not admitted to or failed in the other two types of secondary schools. A long tradition of stratification along lines of social class and migrant/non migrant background of families affect school segregation as well.

- In addition, as mentioned above, we have to take into account the particular school type of vocational schools, which form part of the "dual system" of apprenticeship in private companies and schooling in state-run institutions. They are attended by all young people who sign an apprenticeship contract - independently of the level of former school training. Apprentices of similar trades are grouped together to form classes.

Basic information about individuals in leading positions

While there are only small leadership teams at elementary schools (and special education schools), Hauptschulen, and Realschulen - depending on the smaller numbers of students compared to the other school types - bigger teams including five and more persons are the rule at more than half of all Gymnasien and vocational schools.

In the following, the relation of time as really needed for various task domains and as ideally asked for by the principals is expressed by the difference of ordinal positions. If, for instance, a principal experiences "administration and organization" as most time-demanding and, therefore, places these activities at rank order 1, while he or she attributes the lower rank of 7 (out of 9 available positions) as most appropriate for this type of tasks, we find a difference of

\[ \text{real score} - \text{ideal score} = -6. \]

Negative signs thus express that reality as compared to the principals' needs and demands is evaluated negatively. The principals want to spend less time for these activities than...
they are forced to do by the real conditions at their schools. Positive signs, on the other hand, express that principals want to invest more time in particular tasks than they are actually allowed to do. Figure 1 shows the findings for the Elementary Schools/Hauptschulen/Schools for Special Education (see above). We skipped the figures for the other school types, because the overall tendency of answers is very similar in all schools.

The problematic areas are quite obvious: Independently of school type, administrative tasks take much more time than the principals would like, especially as regards lack of time for school development. Next in the order of negative appraisal are time for teaching and time for meetings. On the other hand, principals would like to spend more time for staff management (and communication with students and parents - at vocational schools) than they can afford under the given circumstances.

_School profile_

School development
The blocks in figure 2 represent the percentage of principals, who marked a particular area of school development as important during the last five years (past accents) or as important for the future of their schools (future intentions).

In all types of schools the use of multimedia had and still has high priority. The domains of "teaching and learning" and "school/classroom as environment" are placed very closely in the order of importance.

Staff development
"Team development" is on top of the list of goals, which principals tried to realize in the past and are planning to achieve with highest priority in the future. Comparing the results in figure 3, we can see that principals have adopted the notion of schools as "learning
organizations," which is promoted by the ministry of education. Therefore, besides planning in-service training according to the actual needs of their teachers (as opposed to official, top-down training programs) the principals will put strong accent on mutual hospitalitation in classrooms and opportunities of supervision.

Organizational development
To establish common standards and reach a consensus about educational goals and means appears to be the most important topic of organizational development in all types of schools. Depending on school level, principals list "participation of parents and students", "school management", and "structures of communication and cooperation" as the next, lesser important topics during the last five years (see figure 4). When planning for the future, the task of developing a "culture of evaluation" at their schools is put into the foreground.

Important roles of individuals in leading positions
As regards reflections about their roles and competencies, there are only gradual differences between principals of different school types. The order of topics is the same for all of them. In figure 5, therefore we find a general overview on frequencies, by which various roles were evaluated as important for the process of continuous change of schools.

Important individual competencies
Principals of all school types were very much alike when they appraised the relevance of items given in a list of individual competencies. Figure 6 shows how frequently the principals marked various competencies as important for them in the past.
Training needs

Figure 7 shows the same categories of competence as figure 6. However, here the principals rated them according to their relevance for future in-service training. High percentages indicate that many principals feel a need to become more competent in these specific domains.

If we compare the figures 6 and 7, we can see that various competencies, which were marked frequently as important during the past years (fig. 6), do no longer appear among the most needed areas of in-service training (fig. 7). Most important for the principals seems to be a need of acquiring more competence in the domains of complex management capabilities like project management or time management.

3. How do school principals acquire leadership skills?

We mentioned in the introduction that there are no formal studies on school administration offered in German teacher education. Now, in case they are not "born leaders", where do principals learn what they need to solve their tasks successfully?

Principals of all school types rated as most helpful their learning experiences in leadership roles outside school (see figure 8), for instance as presidents or vice-presidents of volunteer organizations, which are numerous in German communities. Figure 8 shows the percentage of principals that mentioned a particular opportunity of learning as helpful for their actual duties. Since they formulated open answers, they could mention more than one occasion of skill acquirement; thus, the numbers do not add up to 100%.

Next in the order of learning opportunities follow experiences "on the former job", above all as teachers responsible for the organization of the syllabus of a particular discipline or as administrators of various school equipments like instruments and materials for teaching physics or chemistry, etc.

Of course, the ministry of education offers introductory courses of 1-2 weeks for prospective principals as well as in-service courses particularly for principals. However, these courses, usually organized in so-called "Lehrerakademien", training institutions for teachers run by the state, are not evaluated too high. As regards formal training in academies, many principals used the opportunity to add remarks to their answers. What
they wrote again and again is that neither as teachers before they came into the position of being principals nor as principals did they find time to prepare themselves adequately for these courses or to elaborate later on what they had learned there.
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Fig. 3: *Staff development*
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Fig. 5: Important roles of principals

- to establish climate of trust
- to challenge staff
- to monitor application of decis.
- to foster transparency of inf.
- to establish culture of feedback
- to delegate tasks
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- to provide impulses
- to promote school development
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- to develop common visions
- to adapt school organization
- to define goals
Important individual competencies

1. Counseling competency
2. Conflict management
3. Organizing conferences
4. Handling of resources
5. Moderation techniques
6. Dialogic competency
7. Coping with critique
8. Time management
9. Administrative skills
10. Project management
11. Communication management
12. Knowledge about school development
13. Self-perception
14. Media competency
15. Supervising group processes
Fig. 7: Training needs

Training needs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>%</th>
<th>time management</th>
<th>conflict management</th>
<th>media comp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36,1</td>
<td>project management</td>
<td>moderation techniques</td>
<td>supervising group processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29,7</td>
<td>handling of resources</td>
<td>administrative skills</td>
<td>counseling comp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29,2</td>
<td>knowledge about school dev.</td>
<td>organizing conferences</td>
<td>communication management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26,4</td>
<td>self-perception</td>
<td>coping with critique</td>
<td>dialogic comp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24,2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23,2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18,1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18,1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17,8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15,3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15,3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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